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Abstract: 
This paper provides an algorithm for n- jobs, 3- machines sequencing problem involving processing times and transportation time. An 

algorithm is given to find optimal sequence, minimizing the squared value of lateness cost function. This approach is very simple and 

easy to understand and, also provide an important tool for decision makers to design a schedule for  flow-shop scheduling problems. 

The method is clarified with the help  of numerical illustration. Finally, we identify and suggest some worthwhile areas for further 

research. 
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Introduction 

In scheduling literature, due- date determination is one of the 

most popular topics which has received enormous attention 

among sequencing (scheduling) researchers and for which  a 

wealth of fru itful results have been derived. 

Conway [3] was the first to compare the effectiveness of 

various due-date assignment techniques in reference to a 

number of performances measures. Conway [3], Jackson [9] 

and Smith [12] p roved that maximum tardiness is minimized by 

processing the jobs in order of Non-decreasing due-dates if all 

jobs have the same ready times. Cheng [1] has considered for 

a set of n-jobs with deterministic processing times, and the 

same ready times to, the problem is to find the optimal 

processing time multiple   .for the due-date assignment 

method, and the optimal sequence   to minimize the total 

amount of missed due-dates .Cheng shows that the optimal 

value of the common processing time mult iple    can be 

obtained by usual optimization method, and the optimal 

sequence    should be in S.P.T. ru le. It is found that   is a 

constant for a given job set. Thus Cheng [1] describes the 

problem of optimal due-date determination and scheduling of 

n-independent jobs on a single machine. 

Ikram [8] extended the concept of finding optimal value of 

processing time mult iple, assigning due-date and determination 

of optimal sequence due to Cheng [1] to two machines 

sequencing problem, when minimum of processing time on the 

first machine is greater than or equal to the maximum 

processing time on the second machine. Hailab and Ikram [7] 

extended the work of due to Ikram [8] to three machines in 

optimal due-date determination and optimal sequence 

minimizing squared value of lateness. In this paper, we study 

the unique problem in order to min imize a lateness cost 

function in a class of n-jobs and 3 -machines sequencing 

problem including the concept of transportation time. Some 

conditions has been imposed on processing time in the studied 

problem. 

Problem formulation  

Let N-jobs are p rocessed on three machines    ,     and     

in order M1-M2-M3.Let A[i] ,B[i] and C[i] be the processing 

times of machines M1,M2 and M3 respectively. Let t[i] is the 

transportation time from machine M1 to M2,and g[i] is the 

transportation time from machine M2 to M3. Now imposing the 

conditions: m in{A[i]} ≥ max{B[i] + C[i] + t[i] + g[i]}The 

problem is to find the complet ion time. Suppose [i] the job 

which is done at the      place and A[i] ,B[i] and C [i] denotes 

the processing time of the job i on machines M1 ,M2 and M3 

which are done at the     place respectively. If we rearrange the 

jobs arbitrarily as the second job starts after the complet ion of 

the first and the third job starts after the comp letion of the 

second and so on, then the corresponding completion time can 

be calculated from the table below using the defined condition 

as: 
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TABLE I 

Complet ion time of jobs 

 
Job Machine 1 t[i] Machine 2 g[i] Machine 3 

 in out  in out  in out 

1 0 A[1] t[1] A[1] + 

t[1] 

A[1] + t [1] + 

B[1] 

g[1] A[1] + t [1] +  

B[1] + g[1] 

A[1] + B[1] + C[1] + t[1] + 

g[1] 

2 A[1] A[1] + 

A[2] 

t[2] A[1] + 

A[2] + 

t[2] 

A[1] +A[2] + 

B[2] + t[2] 

g[2] A[1] +A[2] + 

B[2] + t[2] + 

g[2] 

A[1] +A[2] + 

B[2] + C[2]  t[2] + g[2] 

g[2] 

3 A[1] + 

A[2] 

A[1] + 

A[2] + 

A[3] 

t[3] A[1] + 

A[2] + 

A[3] + 

t[3] 

A[1] +A[2] + 

A[3] +B[3] + 

t[3] 

g[3] A[1] +A[2] + 

A[3] +B[3] + 

t[3] + g [3] 

A[1] +A[2] + 

A[3] +B[3] + 

C[3] + t[3] + 

g[3] 

 

Now the complet ion times of job 1,2 and 3 are  

 

Job1:CL[1] = A[1] + B[1] + C[1] + t [1] + g[1] 

 

Job2:CL[2] = A[1] + A[2] + B[2] + C[2] + t[2] + g[2] 

 

Job3:CL[3] = A[1] + A[2] + A[3] + B[3] + C[3] + t[3] + g[3]  

 

Now the complet ion time of the job in the     position is 

CL[i]=       
                          , where  i= 1 , 

2 , 3 ,…, n  

 

And also consider the following conditions: 

Min {A[i]} ≥ Max {B[i] + C[i] + t[i] + g[i]}  

 

And if A[p] > A[q], then the following conditions hold: 

A[p]B[q] > A[q]B[p] 

A[p]C[q] > A[q]C[p] 

A[p]t[q] > A[q]t[p] 

A[p]g[q] > A[q]g[p] 

 

Since all jobs spend more amount of time on the first machine, 

then d[i] = KA[i], i = 1, 2, 3, ...,n   where K is processing time 

multip le. 

Let σ denotes an arbitrary sequence, and [i] represents jobs 

occupying     position of σ. If L[i], CL[i] andd[i]represents 

lateness,completion time and assigned due date of the job in 

the     place then our objective function is to minimize: 

   =       
   =                

    

   =         
                               

 
 
    

 

Methodology 

· In this study the squared value of lateness is used as a 

performance measure in minimizing the missed due-date and    

for analyzing of the data used to obtain optimal sequence. And 

we use analytic algebraic method to develop algorithm for 

solutions. 

 

Result and discussion 

This paper studies a special class of sequencing problem 

introducing concept of transportation time, optimal due-date 

determination and minimizing of squared value of lateness. 

 

Optimal Due-date Assignment Procedures 

Since the function to be minimized has degree 2, then from 

calculus concept one can find the value of K that min imizes    
as follows: 

 

   

  
 

 

  
        

 

   

                            

 
 

   

        

 

   

       

 

   

                             

   

  
=0 if and only if         

           
                                  

This implies that 
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Which gives 

  
      
   

      
              

              
              

              
   

       
   

 

According to Cheng [2] all terms are constant and independent of the sequence of jobs. Hence    is constant and independent of the 

sequence of the jobs. Let    . 

Hence, by using the value of   , we assign the value of due-dates of each job to be: 

d[i]=                 where              

Theorem 

Our objective function             
                               

 
 
   can be minimized by applying the rule that 

job[q] should be done before job [p] if the fo llowing conditions are satisfied:  

If            ,then 

 

                  

                  

                  

                  

Proof: expanding the expression              
                               

 
 
    , we get 

    

 

 
 
      

 

   

                     

 

             

 

   

                              

 

 
 

 

   

 

Now insert summation notation inside ,we have  

          

 

   

                     

 
 

   

         

 

   

     

 

   

          

 

   

          

 

   

          

 

   

          

 

   

           
 

   

  

From the result we can observe that       
   

      
               

               
                  

              
    are constants 

and independent of the sequence of jobs Cheng[1]. Since it is the sum of square quantity, the term              
   also constant and 

independent of the sequence of jobs. 

Now it remains to show that         
                        

 
 
    can be min imized by applying the conditions given above 

in the theorem. 

Let    be a sequence in which       and      are arranged in a position    and      respectively and let     be a sequence in which  

     and       are arranged in a position   and      respectively. 

Let  
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= (A[1] + B[1] + C[1] + g[1] + t [1])
2
 + (A[1] + A[2] + B[2] + C[2] + g[2] + t[2])

2
 

 

+ (A[1] + A[2] + A[3] + B[3] + C[3]   + g [3] + t[3])
2
 

 

. 

 

+ (A[1] + A[2] + A[3] + ... + A[K −1] + A[p] + B[p] + C[p]   + g[p] + t[p ])
2 

 

+ (A[1] + A[2] + A[3] + ... + A[K −1] + A[p] + A[q] + B[q] + C[q]   + g[q] + t[q])
2
+ 

                                                      .  

. 

 

+ (A[1] + A[2] + A[3] + ... + A[n] + B[n] + C[n]   + g[n] + t [n])
2 

 

 

And 

 

f (σ2) = (A[1] + B[1] + C[1] + g [1] + t[1])2 + (A[1] + A[2] + B[2] + C[2] + g[2] + t [2])2  

 

+ (A[1] + A[2] + A[3] + B[3] + C[3]  + g[3] + t [3])
2
 

 

. 

 

+ (A[1] + A[2] + A[3] + ... + A[K −1] + A[q] + B[q] + C[n]  + g[q] + t[q])
2
 

 

+ (A[1] + A[2] + A[3] + ... + A[K −1] + A[q] + A[p] + B[p] + C[n]  + g[p] + t[p ])
2
 

 

. 

 

+ (A[1] + A[2] + A[3] + ... + A[n] + B[n] + C[n]   + g[n] + t [n])
2 

 

− (2A[1]A[q] + 2A[2]A[q] + ... + 2A
2
[q] 

 

+ 2A[p]A[q] + 2A[q]B[p] + 2A[q]C[p] + 2A[q]t[p] + 2A[q]g[p])  

 

= 2A[1](A[p] − A[q]) + 2A[2](A[p] − A[q]) + ... + 2A[k−1](A[p] − A[q] ) + 2(A
2
[p] − A

2
[q]) + 

2(B[q]A[p] − B[p]A[q]) + 2(C[q]A[p] − C[p]A[q])  

 
+ 2(t[q]A[p] − t[p]A[q]) + 2(g[q]A[p] − g [p]A[q])  

 

= (A2
[p] − A

2
[q]) +2((A[p] − A[q])(A[1] + A[2] + ... + A[k−1])  

 

+ (B[q]A[p] − B[p]A[q]) + (C[q]A[p] −C[p]A[q])  

 
+ (t[q ]A[p] − t[p]A[q]) + (g [q]A[p] − g[p]A[q])) 

 

 

Now 

Then by simplify ing it, we get  

f (σ1) − f (σ2) = (2A[1]A[p] + 2A[2]A[p] + ... + 2A
2
[p] 

 

+ 2A[p]A[q] + 2A[p]B[q] + 2A[p]C[q] + 2A[p]t[q] + 2A[p]g[q])  

= 2A[1](A[p] − A[q]) + 2A[2](A[p] − A[q]) + ... + 2A[k−1](A[p] − A[q] ) + 2(A
2
[p] − A

2
[q]) + 

2(B[q]A[p] − B[p]A[q]) + 2(C[q]A[p] − C[p]A[q])  
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+ 2(t[q]A[p] − t[p]A[q]) + 2(g[q]A[p] − g [p]A[q])  

 

= (A2
[p] − A

2
[q]) +2((A[p] − A[q])(A[1] + A[2] + ... + A[k−1])  

 

+ (B[q]A[p] − B[p]A[q]) + (C[q]A[p] −C[p]A[q])  

 
+ (t[q ]A[p] − t[p]A[q]) + (g [q]A[p] − g[p]A[q])  

 

Now A[p] > A[q],A[p]B[q] > A[q]B[p] ,A[p]C[q] > A[q]C[p],A[p]t[q ] > A[q]t[p],A[p]g[q] > A[q]g[p]  

 

Thus f (σ1) − f (σ2) > 0 

 

Thus, the interchanging of job A[p] and A[q] reduces the value of L
2
. Hence, job [q] should be done before job [ p] .Therefore, the 

conditions stated in the above theorem are satisfied. Now, by repeatedly applying the above rule, L
2 

can be minimized by arranging 

jobs depending on their processing time on the first machine by S.P.T ru le. 

 
Algorithms to find optimal sequence  

[Step 1]: Verify conditions; 

[Step 2]: Determine the values of K*;  

[Step 3]: By using shortest processing time ru le on the first machine A[i]   determine the optimal sequence of jobs; 

[Step 4]: Calculate L 
2 

for optimal sequence which has minimums value of squared value of lateness. 

 

Example: For the following three jobs on three machines flow shop scheduling problem, find the optimal sequence of jobs such that  

L
2
 is min imum by considering the corresponding transportation times t[i]and g[i]. 

 
TABLE II 

3-machines, 3-jobs sequencing problem 

 

 

Step1. Min                                                     

Clearly if    A[p]>A[q], then 

A[p]B[q]>A[q]B[p] 

A[p]C[q]>A[q]C[p] 

A[p]t[q]>A[q]t[p] 

A[p]g[q]>A[q]g[p] 

 

Step2: Find      

   
                               

              
              

   
 
   

 
   

 
   

       
   

 

   
                               

              
              

   
 
   

 
   

 
   

       
   

 

   
      

    
 

        

Now using d[i]=K*A[i] ,then the three job are assigned the following due-dates as shown in the table. 

 

 

jobs M[1] t[i] M[2] g[i] M[3] 

1 30 5 7 4 6 

2 42 2 6 3 4 

3 36 4 8 3 7 
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TABLEIII 

Due-dates of the three jobs 

 

Job Machine A[i] Due-dates d[i] 

1 30 d[1]=30(5.01)=150.3 

2 42 d[2]=42(5.01)=210.42 

3 36 d[3]=36(5.01)=180.36 

 

Step 3: Determination of an optimal sequence: 

As indicated in the above algorithm, we arrange jobs as per shortest processing time rule on machine[i]. And also, the same result we 

obtain, if we arrange jobs by earliest due date rule. 

Therefore, by using both of them (one of them is enough), we obtain the optimal sequence of jobs 1-3-2. 

Step 4: Calculations of L2 
We know that the value of L

2
 is determined by the following formula  

 

   =         
   

                            
 

 
    

In this example n=3,thus the summary of the value of   L
2
 for all possible combinations of the sequence of jobs is given in the 

following table: 

 

TABLEIV  

The value of L
2
 for the six sequences 

Sequence of jobs The value of  K
* 

The value of  L
2  

(1-2-3) 5.01 27,431.52 

(1-3-2) 5.01 25,835.52 

(2-1-3) 5.01 29,243.52 

(2-3-1) 5.01 30,407.52 

(3-1-2) 5.01 26,495.52 

(3-2-1) 5.01 29,171.52 

 

From the above table the optimal sequence of the given jobs is (1-3-2) with L
2
 =25,835.52. This completes our example.  

 

Conclusion 

This paper examines the problem of finding the optimal 

processing-time multiple K 
* 

for the T.W.K. due-date 

assignment method, and the optimal sequence    to min imize 

the squared value of lateness cost function. The major 

contribution of this paper is, perhaps, that under certain 

production environments in which completion times of the 

jobs can be anticipated, and transportation time considered , it 

shows how to determine the optimal due-dates and obtain the 

optimal sequence. It is interesting to note that K 
* 

  is a 

constant for a g iven job  set and that   should be in  S.P.T. 

sequence. Following the theoretical assessment, a numerical 

example is given for discussion. The researchers use algebraic 

analytical method to analyze the algorithms developed. 

 

Recommendations 

The scheduling problem discussed in this paper is in its initial 

research stages and the study considers lateness with an 

objective of minimizing total squared value of lateness with 

considering the transportation times among the machines . In 

this study, the authors investigated an algorithm for n-jobs, 3- 

machine problems having structural relat ionship among 

processing times and transportation times, to get an optimal 

sequence which minimizes total sum of squared value of 

lateness. 

Till today there is no concrete work in this field, which 

encompasses the general conditions  of different problems. The 

researcher recommends for the future that it is better to do 

moreabout in this area with ignoring the imposed conditions 

and formulate the general fo rmula.  
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